[A] long train of ancient cardinals came slowly moving on to the altar; and then, enveloped in a cloud of incense, and partly screened by two immense fans made of ostrich feathers, came the Pope, in the Papal chair, borne on men's shoulders, to be set in his place; his eyelids, as is customary, closely cast down; his fingers making the sacred sign. A god of man's device appeared to me revealed in the spectacle -one of the ancient gods of old Rome in real human flesh! Here the horrific return of the material -a 'god of man's device' -is shocking to a Christian whose faith is deeply rooted in the text of the Gospels. 'I witnessed all this', Bunbury laments, and 'thought of the fisherman of Galilee'. 2 The intense materiality of Italian Catholic ceremony conjures the spirit of pagan antiquity in an affront to the humility of the church of ancient Palestine.
For Charles Dickens, writing several years earlier, the sight of the Pope in his chair at St Peter's recalled the image of papal effigies carried in procession and set alight to commemorate the foiled conspiracy of Guy Fawkes: 'I never saw anything, out of November, so like the popular English commemoration of the fifth of that month. A bundle of matches and a lantern, would have made it perfect'. 3 Bunbury's horror and 
Remembering with relics
In Catholic cultures the veneration of relics enforces a powerful affective claim on antiquity and apostolic tradition. Through such acts of devotion, material remains and artefacts -the alienated objects of archaeology -become loci of intimacy. 5 The 'contact relic', an inanimate object touched by a saint during his or her lifetime (like the chair of Peter) offers a zone of haptic overlap, a point of contact between past and present. 6 In her study of Sikh devotional practice, Anne Murphy has observed how relics function as 'memorial technologies' through which the 'past is experienced and proved, and history narrated and performed'. 7 But as Alexandra Walsham explains, in the Christian context relics cannot simply be explained as 'material manifestations of the act of remembrance .
. . the feature that marks them out from other kinds of material objects [is] their capacity to operate as a locus and conduit of power'. In this sense, the 'relic is ontologically different from a representation or image: it is not a mere symbol or indicator of divine presence, it is an actual physical embodiment of it'. 8 Thus to attack the authenticity of a relic is to attempt to destroy the power that it literally embodies.
Protestant satire aimed to deflate papal pomp by emphasising the garish material basis of its spiritual pretensions. Following a tradition from Calvin's radical critique of relics as impious 'rubbish' (ordure), reformed Protestants recoiled from relics as fraudulent and superstitious survivals of the pagan era. 9 Yet while Protestants could denigrate Roman Catholicism's idolatrous worship of mere things, this critique often relied on intense antiquarian scrutiny of material objects. It was by paying even closer attention to the materiality, provenance or social history of relics, that Protestants and other skeptics could puncture their spiritual significance. As Dominic Janes has argued in his work on idolatry within the Church of England, the material always mattered 'if only as the counterpart to the immaterial'. 10 Even the most explicit acts of anti-materialist renunciation, could paradoxically enforce the significance of religious things, as Daniel
Miller has argued, 'the passion for immateriality puts even greater pressure upon the precise symbolic and efficacious potential of whatever material form remains as the expression of spiritual power'. 11 Devotional practices, suggests Colleen MacDannell, are always 'multimedia events', and the beliefs of even the most radically reformed Protestants were mediated by material culture. 12 In their own way, both Catholics and anti-Catholics obsessed over and fetishized things -often the same things -whether classed as artifacts, exhibits, relics or rubbish.
Debates about the material and immaterial basis for religious belief often hang on the precise relationship between text, image and object. For many progressive Protestants, archaeology provided the long sought scientific and material vindication of the authority of scripture. But conversely, critical analysis of scripture and historical texts could either authenticate or discredit sacred things. 13 As Bill Brown has suggested, writing things to 'make them meaningful' always requires 'rhetorical work'. 14 During the nineteenth century, the debunkers and devotees of relics both invoked the validating potential of textual and archaeological evidence. In the case of St Peter's throne -as we shall see -anti-Catholic antiquarians had little hope of inspecting the chair itself. And so, in decrying its superstitious veneration, critics were forced to appeal to the authority of scripture rather than science. The relic itself had been confined to Bernini's spectacular chair-shaped baroque reliquary since 1666, and had rarely been seen since by anyone outside of an inner circle of cardinals. Thus the debate surrounding its authenticity was conducted at a high-level of mediation. Even the most doggedly empirical advocates and detractors of the catherdra operated at one remove -at the level of word and image -by interrogating engravings, drawings, and antiquarian records, but never the object itself.
As scholars of medieval Christianity have noted, reliquaries are 'in their essence a mediation between relics and audience'. 15 And in the case of Bernini's Cathedra Petri, where form explicitly echoes content (a chair within a chair), 'likeness and presence' become merged. 16 Of course, St Peter's chair was something more than a mere relic of a popular saint. The source of Petrine authority was both scriptural and self-consciously material:
Christ's naming of Peter (Πέτρος) as the rock (πέτρᾳ) on which he will build his Church (Matt. 16:18) . The chair was also a metonym for the authority and jurisdiction of the
Church. Yet even this seems insufficient. As the sedes or cathedra it was the Holy See, the source of the dogmatic rulings of the papacy, and the model for all other cathedra in the Catholic world. The theological centrality of the chair was further emphasised at the first Vatican Council in 1870, when the infallibility of the pontiff's ex cathedra announcements were formally defined as dogma.
And yet despite its considerable temporal and spiritual powers, the crude fact of the chair's materiality -its dimensions, its composition, its decoration -could disrupt these symbolic, metonymic, and theological functions. Sectarian disputes over the authenticity of the papal throne generated two opposing Peters. Protestants whose faith was grounded in the authority of scripture and the radical rejection of Catholic ritual at the Reformation. 23 However, the fact that one of the most highly-publicized attacks on Wiseman came not from an evangelical Protestant, nor even a conservative little Englander, but a liberal Irish patriot and veteran of the campaign for Catholic emancipation demands further attention. Peter's Chair is a brief anecdote recording the fate of the chair at the hands of Napoleon's invading troops in 1798.
Sacrilegious curiosity

Westerton's Series of Important Papers connected with the Papal Aggression
The sacrilegious curiosity of the French broke through all obstacles to their seeing the chair of St. Peter. They actually removed its superb casket, and discovered the relic. Upon its mouldering and dusty surface were traced carvings, which bore the appearance of letters. The chair was quickly brought into a better light, the dust and cobwebs removed, and the inscription, (for an inscription it was), faithfully copied. The writing is in Arabic characters, and is the well known confession of Mahometan faith. -'There is but one God, and Mahomet is his prophet.' It is supposed that this chair had been, among the spoils of the Crusaders, offered to the Church, at a time when a taste for antiquarian lore, and the decyphering of inscriptions were not yet in fashion. This story has been since hushed up, the chair replaced, and none but the unhallowed remember the fact, and none but the audacious repeat it. Yet such there are, even at Rome. 30 The story of the Roman senator helped to explain why a humble Galilean fisherman should demand such an extravagant seat -while simultaneously accounting for discommoding reports that the throne was decorated with ivory reliefs depicting the labours of Hercules. 31 35 In this sense Wiseman's pamphlet is not an exercise in antiquarianism as such, but rather a nineteenth-century paraphrase of works of early modern apologetic scholarship. In fact, much of the evidence is recycled from a dissertation compiled by the Italian prelate Francesco Maria Febei shortly before the chair was confined to Bernini's reliquary in 1666 (figure 1). 36 An illustration accompanying Wiseman's article (figure 2) is a clear re-working of the frontispiece to Febei's dissertation. The magazine's artistengraver even replicated the angle, light source, and botched perspective of the original.
Wiseman was himself a skilled draftsman, and he clearly considered the illustration to be an important element of the essay. 37 His correspondence with the magazine's editor, John Kirk, includes heated discussions about the accuracy of the engraving. 38 Perhaps the most striking aspect of Wiseman's critique is his insistence that materials matter. For Morgan, the scoffing anecdote of the counterfeit chair is an aside.
It merely serves to enforce her conviction that all forms of religious despotism are interchangeable, and to ridicule a theological system that relies on the authenticity of obscure trinkets. The titles of these books were Irish and Catholic . . . My heroes were Irish
Patriots; my models of pastoral piety were Irish Priests. 51 Significantly, she also addresses Wiseman as an Irishman -an identity he never claimed for himself -and marks his credulous reading of the lives of the martyrs down to his 'Celtic imagination'. 52 Turning the tables on the Archbishop, she suggests that it is the ultramontane Catholic hierarchy who have most shamefully neglected the needs of the Irish Catholic masses.
Could you but consent 'for the nonce' to leave behind you 'your consecrated Chairs and immovable Tables,' the fittest furniture for catacombs is 'a Jew broker or curiosity dealer', a 'pest to society', and a 'dangerous agent of an effete system of superstition, which no longer accords with the character of the age we live in'.
By contrast:
when the results of an intelligent observation, and patient study of ancient monuments and customs, are reduced into active operation, and practically applied as subordinate to, or confirmatory of, the evidence extracted from written texts, they afford the best, because the most striking, aids towards the discovery of historical truths.
[my italics]
Rich's move to subordinate the 'study of ancient monuments' to more reliable information extracted from 'written texts' can be seen as a characteristically Protestant recourse to the authority of Scripture (the rhetoric has parallels in some of the pieties of contemporary biblical archaeologists). But it also highlights the extent to which the battle over Peter's chair was conducted in the realm of the textual and the visual rather than the material. In spite of thick descriptions and lavish engravings, the object under investigation is always an absent presence.
Punch also picked up on the irony of Wiseman's attempt to defend a 'relic of upholstery divine' which even he was not allowed to see.
.
. . his Eminence describes
This hallowed Chair -though he has never seen it:
One would have thought the way to stop all gibes
Would have been simply to un-screen it.
No matter; Wiseman makes the said Chair out A seat, whereon, at Rome, the higher classes
In ancient times by slaves were borne about,
Using their brother-men as mules or asses. Wiseman and Pius IX were paraded and set alight across England. 60 And at Bethnal
Green in East London all thirteen new Catholic bishops were torched amidst raucous festivities culminating in a 'splendid display of fireworks' and a performance of the National Anthem. 61 Morgan died in 1859 and Wiseman in 1865. So neither was present when the chair was finally exposed to the veneration of the faithful and the scrutiny of scholars in 1867.
62
The throne was much as Wiseman had described it, and almost identical to the illustration which accompanied his essay ( figure 1 ). However, a quick inspection by two of the Vatican's most respected scholars, the Vatican archaeologist Giovanni Battista de Rossi (a friend and correspondent of Wiseman) and the Jesuit historian Raffaele Garrucci, was enough to date the decorative ivory work to the Carolingian period. The interpretation was confirmed by an inlaid relief portrait of the Holy Roman Emperor,
Charles the Bald (823-877). 63 The chair could now be securely dated to the ninth century CE. 64 Yet despite the predictions of Wiseman's critics, the exposure of the chair's origin had little or no effect on the either the cult of St Peter or the authority of the Holy See. And although its archaeological credentials had dramatically evaporated, the spiritual authority of the cathedra continued to be viewed as a potential threat to British 
